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On each spread of this themed book there are two photographs that look the same...but seven
things have changed from one photo to the other. The trick is to spot all seven! Includes a riddle
on each spread and extra things to look for throughout the book.

From School Library JournalKindergarten-Grade 4–Similar in illustrative concept to Jean
Marzollo's I Spy series (Scholastic), this book has colorful, busy photos of objects and lists of
items associated with school for readers to locate. However, it also offers viewers some
additional tasks: the two pages of each spread are identical except for seven differences, and
each left-hand page contains a riddle, the answer to which is found on the page. As an extra
challenge, children are also asked to find 4 aces, 6 clocks, 10 rabbits, etc. throughout the book.
Even the covers contain items to seek. The clear images depict imaginative groupings. The
penultimate spread provides hints on what readers should be looking for and answers to the
riddles. Some of the conundrums may be challenging, and a few are a bit obtuse, but fun
nonetheless. Children who enjoy the hidden-picture concept and/or riddles will love this book. It
offers entertainment and an opportunity to hone observational skills rolled into one.–Lynda
Ritterman, Atco Elementary School, Waterford, NJCopyright © Reed Business Information, a
division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.Review"Children who enjoy the hidden-picture
concept and/or riddles will love this book. It offers entertainment and an opportunity to hone
observational skilled rolled into one." School Library Journal
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Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?



Mama, “Great next step for I-Spy fans!. My 3 1/2 year old son loves the I-Spy book series. The
Spot 7 books are definitely challenging-- two facing pages contain almost identical photos, with
seven minor changes. Very challenging, but quite fun. This may be frustrating for some kids, but
others who like to search and find will think it's a blast. Plus, there are riddles and hints at the
back of the book to help.”

The book by KIDSLABEL has a rating of  5 out of 2.5. 2 people have provided feedback.



Language: English
Hardcover: 40 pages
Reading age: 12 years and up
Grade level: Preschool and up
Item Weight: 15.4 ounces
Dimensions: 9.3 x 0.4 x 11.7 inches
Spiral-bound: 80 pages
Paperback: 32 pages
Library Binding: 64 pages
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